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Abstract

Medication error is a very common issue of practice in hospitals. Involving nurses, doctors, administrators and pharmacy team there are a lot more loops into this very significant clinical issue. On a regular base, we see issues of medication and errors related to it in hospital setup. Unfortunately, these incidences sometimes cannot be prevented and proven as fatal and sentinel. Looking at the vulnerable populations like neonates, they are on more risk of getting effected by any of these errors as they are not immune enough or not that much stronger to bear these consequences and the body responds quickly in a negative manner to these errors. Role of nurses in identifying this kind of issue at any level and intervening it, is very essential. In addition, nurses’ role as educator and advocate become very much highlighted here and for that purpose they need to seek support from team, colleagues and leadership in the clinical area. Also, timely referring to resources like medication books, pamphlets or posters for understanding of common medication and their related information is very essential. Continuous session and debriefings on discussing concentrations, infusions, mathematical calculations of dosage and reviewing electronic systems would be beneficial for them. The paper identifies this issue as significant and discusses about insights from an academic project and details retrieved from a simple survey form created during the project and filled by the Registered Nurses in the neonatal intensive care unit of a tertiary teaching hospital. The project concluded with the implementation of creating resources and educational strengthening of the nurses and the paper mentions about it as well.
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1. Introduction

For quality assurance purpose, there are different protocols in various tertiary hospitals. Medication error prevention and their safe handling is one of the essential practices which is standardized and recommended by majority of quality assurance institution. To maintain these quality protocols, hospital management’s responsibility is to do strategic planning [1]. It has been seen that majority of the medical errors done in a practice setting comprise of the errors of medication preparation or administration [2]. When it comes to neonates it’s highly risky and in literature, it has said to be 8 times more harm providing in comparison of adults [3]. This is why a proper understanding on the medication preparation (dose, dilution, calculation, compatibility etc.) is necessary. To maintain this quality, Electronic Medical Administration Record (EMAR) with facility of Bar Code Scan (BCS) has been also introduced in hospitals in Pakistan. Including this technology has made this process smoother, easy and error free. In neonates it is widely seen that incorrect dilution, additional dosages, and misidentification of patients is done because of either in stress, hurry or far access to medication record [4].

The EMAR decreases this effort and bring the medication system near to bedside and the BSC brings a feasibility of checking and rechecking proper drug rights, and lock after a proper process of administration. Thus, it decreases chances of error and increases quality of patient care. Also, it’s a moral and professional responsibility of nurses, that where these systems are not available they should strive to know the basic processes of drug preparation and administration so the harm of patient can be decreased at a higher extent [5]. They must know about the information that is related to specific medication used in their clinical areas like Neonate Intensive Care Unit (NICU). Newborn patients require the right care at first place for their survival. The neonates born preterm are often surrounded by multiple health problems which make them dependent on healthcare facilities to save their lives [6]. The holistic treatment influences the health outcome and plays a significant role to promote early recovery in neonates. They are too small and vulnerable due to low immunity, that any significant error during care provision can prolong their hospital stay leading to morbidity and mortality [7].

Medication error is considered as the most widely recognized among the additional recorded errors in NICU proven to increase the risk of injury. Medication errors are defined as an event occurred due to an error in prescription, dispense and/or in an administration process of a medication leading to adverse consequences of a drug dose and its effects at maximum to patients of any age [8]. When it comes to neonates, pharmacotherapy is important in newborns to generate therapeutic effects to neonatal indications that should cautiously be administered after a proper drug dose calculation and to be monitored for their desired results [9]. Neonates produce responses to lower drug dose in comparison to an adult, as their developing organ limits their capacity to metabolize drugs [10]. The medication process in NICU is more cautiously performed as the dose gets prepared in specific dilutions, depending on the weight and the condition of neonates. They are so delicate and receptive in showing sensitivity at a shorter drug exposure that any minute change of decimals can bring huge hazards leading to sentinel clinical events [11]. It becomes very sudden and easy during drug preparation to create a mistake and cause any error that can change the formulation of the drug and affect the dosage, leading to toxicity [12]. Toxicity in the early period of neonatal life
can interfere with their growth and developmental phases, which is not at all good for their future functioning [13].

1.1 Clinical significance
Medication Administration and nursing are paired like anything, they never get separated in any context. They are never seen alone, where you hear about nursing, especially clinical nursing and in the context of Pakistan, medicine or medication administration comes in every one’s mind. Nurses’ have been a key person in healthcare who are responsible for medication preparation, administering and disposal. Not with adults, children, or women, but with babies of neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), nurses are masters of all sort of work with medication. Still, after this expertise nurses are considered as personal responsible for medication errors among health care staff. Either with high dosages, administering medicine to wrong patients, or picking up an incorrect medicine, nurses have been listed as one of culprit in literature who are related to errors of the medication. Even though the high quality standard protocols, equipment and digital medication systems have been introduced to maintain quality of work, but still chances of error remain and that actually occurs. Mistakes with adults in medication preparation and administration are very impactful, so it’s imagined that how impactful it could be with Neonates.

Since in Pakistan EMAR and BCS are introduced and are in practice, it is very important to work on it in the relevant clinical setting to make a best use of it. Nurses have learned through their academic programs and pre job orientations about these systems and the clinical leadership and service setting management also provides lots of educational stuff related to this for nurses’ convenience. But due to busy schedules, many cannot read those charts or papers. Also, the recurrent addition of new nurses in the area creates a vacuum and they require follow up on the knowledge learnt in their orientation related to EMAR, BCS and other relevant medication preparation and administration related guidelines. Also, it is very less seen the addition of any separate NICU related program in nursing academic courses or orientation program which has details about differences in adult and neonate drug administration and preparation modes and methods. The clinical significance of this basic study along with an educational program for NICU nurses regard medication administration and EMAR was very much highlighted and that is why it was emphasized to implement in the clinical setup of NICU.

2. Literature Review
Administering medication in busy long shifts is challenging as this requires a comprehensive communication among RNs to break the chain of error and protect neonate’s life [14]. Their practices are expected to be vigilant and organized to operate by following the fundamental principles to perform medication process. However, medication errors are the end results of some known factors in healthcare settings [15]. These factors can be categorized commonly as [16]:

1. Increased workload of RNs dealing with multiple admissions, shifts and assignments, making themselves inattentive to review drugs before administrating.
2. The level of staff expertise varies with the practice and experience, for example the major errors might happen from a novice nurse rather from a senior RN. Although, experience doesn’t guarantee, in any case
that senior RNs can never admit errors in medications preparation or administration.

3. Many healthcare facilities offer medication administration via uncertified professionals that are unsafe and illegal. These facilities have no proper administration record or no any filing for medication prescription and administration. EMAR is a huge Information technology support in this case, which keeps a track of doctor, nurse and pharmacist at a similar time making a loop of medication safety.

4. It has been found that often staff’s practice medicine through different techniques in different steps as they lack expert training in neonatal management, which ultimately fails to follow the medication administration safety policies in professional practice intended to ensure greater impact on lives.

The medications used in a particular country, including their formulation and determined doses depend upon the availability and convenience of a drug in different areas and the guidelines of NICU can also show the variation in the utilization of drug at different units [17]. Medication safety remains the concern to ensure the effective utilization of drug in the right conditions. The type of medication error in NICU includes prescribed errors that usually occur when a wrong drug is prescribed to a wrong patient, through a wrong route, at the wrong time without keeping in consideration patient tolerance and their individual factors such as age, weight, allergies, comorbidities, and previously administered drug record [18]. It’s a significant concern that many doctors prescribe the drug while they lack adequate information about the drug mechanism of actions and their interactions with other drugs. The neonate routinely gets treated with initial high doses in this type of situations and often with incorrect medication prescriptions that turns into a clear problem due to either ineffective communication or improper check while preparation and administration [19]. In addition, it is seen that RNs due to fear of being labeled as incompetent don’t seek help from instructors, heads or colleagues on the clinical floor while preparing drugs. In certain cases this increases the chances of error and brings harmful impacts [20].

The setup where we were processing the survey has more or less this kind of situation. Also, they have no any substitutes like booklets, charts or posters in the setup where they can refer to drug dosages or calculation matrix, if they are not seeking help from anyone during preparation. Medication safety is recognized with the five (5) rights of medication preparation and administration. This practice safeguards healthcare professionals from doing and error and patients from getting potential and unintended harm [21]. These rights include right patient, right drug, right dosage, right route and right time. Documentation has eventually become another right in order to have a clinical record and safety both at similar time. Using EMAR and BCS systems improves this quality of work and decreases the harm by serving as an online record or documentation. RNs who are licensed to work on medications are expected to fill out nursing notes as well to ensure the correct details of medication and any related incidences either positive or negative relating to that administration experience. In addition, taking care identifying patients with their correct name and complete names or possible the medical record numbers is another quality standard for safety [22].

The patient’s drug administration time varies in consideration to the demands and their response to doses. It is critical to check doctor’s order prior to prepare the right medication at the right time. This will allow neonates to gradually get settled with their medication regime and will allow a nurse to prepare medication right before
administration to keep the patient away from any unsafe drug administration. This is also recommended that nurses should use their role of advocates whenever they feel something is not proper, while reviewing the orders [23]. Many researches indicated that 96% of nurses and more than 90% of doctors, hospital administrators and pharmacists believed that nurses have a primary responsibility to ensure patient safety. Nurses have identified many risky practices and errors and have notified these errors to prevent them in future. NICU nurses are trained to perform basic and advanced life care procedures responsible to practice safe medication with the right knowledge and practice to minimize the medication error in NICU’s. The Neonatal Intensive Care Units should promote the application of 5 rights of medication administration in their care to meet their vision of quality care provision for human survival [24].

2.1 Theoretical integration
The occurrence of errors in medicine weakens the personal and systemic approach to maintain institutional integrity with the patients. The origin of these unsafe acts can pursue repetitive patterns of incidence to trigger adverse events in error management. Thus, this kind of situation may create a serious loss of life, occupational insecurity and institutional quality.

In the following paper, the integration of the theme best suits with the commonly known model, the Swiss cheese model of system accidents, which describes the systemic approach. The model has its defined defensive boundaries to safeguard from hazards. This key of boundaries comprises secured physical barriers, control alarms, and procedures with protected room operators structured with the ideal consideration of technology to keep up the defensive layers in avoidance of errors. These guarded layers are similar to a slice of Swiss cheese with some holes that open and shut their area in layers. This shifting of holes in a layer is not a sign of a bad outcome until the holes in many defensive layers get aligned to cause an accident carrying risk to patients, such as a medication error reported due to the wrong prescription and was administered without keeping five rights of administration in consideration. These multiple holes in the defensive boundaries are more likely to cause potential damage. These holes in defensive layers arise from two variables: Active failures and latent conditions. Active failures involve unsafe acts committed by the people who are in direct contact with the patients, such as wrong medication administration documentation, procedural violation and any attempt leading to active failures when in contact to neonate can increase the error risk. Latent failures involve contributing factors that can produce adverse effects such as understaffing, resource allocation issues, long shifting’s and less expertise which can weaken the defensive barrier of a system. The effective defenses in personal and systemic approach can limit the chances of active and latent failures for successful outcomes in error management [25].

3. Methodology
In order to identify the understanding of nurses working in the setting of NICU, a survey form with likert scale was created on Google forms and provided to nurses in the area to fill it out. This provided us with a maximum understanding about what are the usual practices of nurses, which make them vulnerable to attempt medication
errors. The form comprised of 17 general questions, mostly including specific NICU drugs related help seeking behaviors of nurses, while preparing dilution. This will also give us an idea that which drug is more complicated to prepare or which drug has mostly seen to be difficult in preparation leading to errors. From the total number of nurses present, nineteen (n=19) consented to fill the survey form which included both male and female Registered Nurses (RNs).

4. Results and Discussion

The survey has two main portions as discussed in the methodology. The majority part (from question 1-8) inquires about the responses of RNs in NICU regarding the need of assistance while preparing or making any of these commonly prepared infusions in NICU. These common medicines/infusions include dopamine, dobutamine, morphine, prostaglandin, epinephrine, heparin, milrinon and gentamycin (1-8 respectively). It was evident that more than half of the registered nurses always had issues in preparing Heparin and Epinephrine in the NICU setting and required assistance. Also, most of the RNS had no requirement of help and assistance when they are preparing gentamycin (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Inquiries (Q1-Q8).

In the remaining part of the survey (from question 9-17) inquires for other details where almost half of the RNs have considered that they help their colleagues while they are preparing infusion’s concentration (Q9), they need any help themselves too from colleague, instructor or head while preparing (Q 10), they have required assistance for conforming volumes while making infusion’s concentration (Q 11) and they have also needed help while taking mcg/mg from ampule for making concentration (Q 12). While some other important details were very less practiced always, which actually should be practiced every time. These showed that very less RNs always needed someone’s help to know the adverse effects (Q 13) and alarming signs (Q 14) of medicines which are used in NICU. Unfortunately, it is not necessary that nurse remember these details everytime, which are difficult and huge to memorize. Majority of the RNs considered are always fine in managing with EMAR and BCS system and few have still some issues (Q 15). Also, it was very significant from the results that more than half RNs have sometimes utilized the five rights methods or rechecked 5 rights while administering the medication, which is comparatively
better, but not a majority of RNs do this practice always (Q 16). Lastly, it was a very different response to notice that very few RNs commonly realize about making an error through their negligence during medication preparation or administration and it was seen that almost half consider that they often realize this thing (Q 17) (Figure 2).

The results provided different types of results from the survey as we want nurses to practice these things every time through any source like enhancing their knowledge, referring to a document or pamphlets, considering colleagues or administration as help, etc. On the basis of this, educational sessions was organized and implemented to strengthen the learning and fill the educational gap of RNs at NICU regarding medication error. Other resources for referral purpose were also created.

![Figure 2: Survey inquiries (Q9-Q17).](image)

**5. Implementation Highlights**

Since neonate are very sensitive to drug dosage, so all these medications are prescribed on the basis of 24 hours and physician prescribe those medicines as ml/hr and share with nurses. In NICU setup where we work, the protocol is more vigilant as the dosages are decided according to the body weight of the neonate. It can be very harmful if the infusions are incorrectly calculated or not rechecked during preparation or administration. Also, providing medication to an incorrect patient would be similarly harmful. On the basis of survey and needs, assessment is done including the regular clinical observation verified by clinical administration and faculty mentors, the educational sessions along with creating educational resources was the main project implementation highlight.

The main goals of the educational program were using EMAR and BCS properly along with remembering few basic NICU related medications and their adverse effect, mechanism of administration, compatibility and usage while administration. This need was also fulfilled their preparation of educational resources like booklet, posters and online presentation for referring. The booklet contained very detail snap shot of the processes, including EMAR and BCS usage and currently the video resources and online module is in progress which will support these nurses to
revisit their concepts and enhance their learning regarding commonly used medications in NICU. Some of the cue cards were also prepared which contains the medication dilution and dosage related quick information. Since the observations were essential in terms of evaluation as they were important during the need assessment. The outcome measuring indicator was itself our observation and supervision of clinical administration. After providing these facilitation sessions and educational materials, we tend to observe the RNs to practice these learning and revisit their concepts. We encouraged them to seek help when required instead of provoking a potential medication error. The project is very significant and impact generating in its kind. As it will not only improve knowledge of nurses, but practices that will ultimately impact neonatal health and improve the family stratification, quality care and poor health indicators of Pakistan. The management will have an additional responsibility to observe the practices keenly, as they always do.

6. Recommendations and Conclusion

In the lieu of following, study and program, our team would like to recommend that neonatal risk management trainings should be arranged and the role and practices of neonatal nurse practitioners should be strengthen. Medication prescribed by the doctor must be double checked by the entire team before administration and nurses must be well aware of their patient’s medications actions and reactions. Using EMAR should be a compulsory learning skills for nurses at the electronic system provide a good time margin for rechecking and detects errors that we potentially miss. Reporting system of error in an electronic manner along with copying the report in patient file should be another practice to introduce in order to keep a record of how often clients especially neonates, suffer from these situations and minimizing that should be the priority goal of healthcare team.

A quality practice is when medication is received, prepared, administered and discarded by the RN who is assigned on the particular neonate. Take nurse instructors or head nurses for support in case you need. Eradicate the practice of providing non licensed people the responsibility to administrate medication of neonates. Make sure RNs do not trust anyone in terms of medication preparation or administration even you know them much better. They should get an opportunity to get involved in clinical decision making to make decisions based on patient condition rather to only rely on prescribed orders. This strategy will allow healthcare professionals to work as a team in promoting the patient’s recovery and minimize any error. The team leader must utilize own interpersonal skills to develop the strategies to meet the important quality parameters. The transformational leadership style is significant in building vision among nurses and doctors in the adaptation of positive behaviors to work together in a collaborative environment. Further researches need to be done to develop and implement effective equipment utilization strategies to avoid any medication error through equipment and specialized training for healthcare providers to maintain the sustainability of quality care.

Medication error can be lethal for patients if not get detected at the right moment, especially neonates. Each neonate tolerance and response to medication varies and it's critically important to recognize the trend of neonatal response to a specific drug and dose. The inappropriate preparation and administration of a drug more commonly lead to
medication error that is picked by the nurses when the wrong drug is received to the wrong patient or get exchanged among the patients. This is high time where we can encourage nurses’ education, practice and help seeking from colleagues and management to minimize chance of error and improve the quality of care that our clients (neonates) deserve.
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